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Hello everyone, 

Happy autumn. I am writing this from my home office, and I am sure many of you will be 

reading it from yours.  Probably not something that any of us were expecting when the 

last newsletter went out but it sure is a reality of our world now.  Looking over some 

notes from previous Collaborative Decision Making Steering Group (CSG) meetings, I 

started wondering if we all have the same definition of what Collaborative Decision Mak-

ing is, and what goes into it.  I have a picture in my head of what I think it is, having been 

part of the CDM community for a long time, but I’m not sure if I could totally articulate 

the long history and processes that define our CDM group. 

So, I got curious as to what other organizations thought of Collaborative Decision Mak-

ing.  I read several interesting articles about this topic, one of which had a list of princi-

ples that resonated with me. It said there are eleven principles of collaborative problem 

solving.  Utilizing these eleven principles promotes an inclusionary process, lateral com-

munication, and shared decision-making.  Below are the eleven principles and some 

thoughts on why, I believe, they are important to us: 
(Continued on page 2) 
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Source for the 11 Principles is the National Resources Research Institute 

1.   Purpose-driven.  Many of us who participate in the CDM community, do so because we want to.  It is not al-

ways our day jobs.  A purpose-driven principle gives people a reason to participate and keep participating 

even during rough times. 

2. Inclusive, not exclusive.  All parties with a significant interest in issues need to be involved in the process. All 

opinions matter and need to be considered. 

3. Educational.  We educate each other and learn from each other with everyone participating. I know I person-

ally have learned many things being involved in this group and I think we can all say that. 

4. Voluntary.  We participate voluntarily and willingly. We tell others about CDM and explain what it is to them. 

5. Self-designed. All parties have an equal opportunity to participate in the design of the group.  The process 

should be easily explainable. 

6. Flexible. The process should be flexible to accommodate changing needs, data needs, political environment, 

and time and meeting constraints. Agility is important. 

7. Egalitarian.  All parties should have equal access to all relevant information.  No secrets within the group. 

Open and honest discourse. 

8. Respectful. Acceptance of the diverse values, interests and knowledge of all participants is essential in the 

process. 

9. Accountable. All parties need to be accountable for their organizations and to the agreed upon process. 

10. Time limited. Any solutions generated by the process need to evolve within realistic deadlines.  (Although, we 

recognize collaboration takes more time than other negotiating methods involving simple compromise.) 

11. Achievable.  There should be commitments made to achieve agreement on what we are producing. Having an 

effective monitoring system in place is essential. 

As I read and reread these principles, and what they meant to me, I did feel that we are good in many of these ar-

eas but maybe we can do better in some others.  As we move forward, adjusting the activities and interactions 

within the CSG, these principles may help us with that effort.   

I am looking forward to the day when we can meet again in person and continue to work together in our FAA/

Aviation stakeholder community. The work that we do and the products we have delivered have made a differ-

ence to the FAA and to the flying public.  We should all be proud of that. 

Thanks, 

-Bob 

From CDM Leadership (Continued from page 1) 

(Continued on page 3) 
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 From CDM Leadership : (Continued from page 2)      

Will 2020 never end???  — by  Greg Byus 

 

 

I saw a T-shirt the other day with Doc Brown talking to Marty McFly and Doc 

telling Marty, “Whatever you do, Do not go to the year 2020.”  A lot of things 

have changed this year and one of the biggest impacts to CDM participants has 

been our annual CDM General Session.  We had everything scheduled for the General Session in March to be gra-

ciously hosted by United Airlines at their Denver facility and then it all had to be cancelled.  We have been toying 

with different ideas on how to engage the global CDM community and we now have a plan.  Coming in mid-

November (date will be announced soon), we will be hosting a virtual General Session to highlight the work of our 

CDM subteams and our CDM accomplishments over the past year.  Even with all things COVID, we have been stead-

ily working with our subteams and making the NAS more efficient and responsive during the downturn in traffic vol-

ume.  We are developing processes and procedures now with the reduced traffic that will translate into much greater 

efficiencies when the traffic starts to increase.  We have a rare opportunity to practice different ideas and concepts, 

that previously may have been too great an impact on traffic, to attempt.  We’ve also seen the impact on our work-

force for both industry and the FAA.  We have lost many long standing CDM participants on our subteams and CDM 

leadership due to retirements and staff reductions.  Change is good and we are excited to have new people engage in 

CDM, but it’s hard to say goodbye to our friends and colleagues that have been a part of the CDM community for a 

long time.  We will recognize these individuals and highlight our subteams during our virtual session in Novem-

ber.  Be on the lookout on the CDM website for the date/time and please join us virtually.  CDM is a true community 

and it takes all of us to make it work so join us as we celebrate all things CDM and reengage for the future.   

Greg Byus 

 

CDM General Session “Lite”  to be held in 
November 
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From The Editor:   

CDM and a lesson in Interest-Based Conflict 

Resolution      

 

In CDM, whether you are old or new to the process, whether you sit on the CSG or are the newest member of a 

CDM subteam, whether you represent an airline,  a new CDM entrant, or the TMC down the block, have you 

stopped lately to think about how this process of sharing and collaborating works? It is a remarkable foundation.  

Problem solving among a group of individuals, each who have competing interests and efficiency goals, is not 

super easy.  It can be quite difficult actually.  The methods of collaboration first put in place by a group of airline 

and FAA individuals 27 years ago, sketched out on a napkin or two, established a perfect blend of using the ten-

ets of collaboration along with interest-based conflict resolution, to forge the way. They established a way to pro-

ceed with solutions, using the ever-growing technological advances, to solve ATFM throughput issues at 30 core 

airports.  The methods continue to evolve 27 years later due to the much studied theory that using collaboration 

to solve a problem leads to a system becoming a true “learning organization”.  A learning organization is one that 

is marked by deliberate effort to identify helpful knowledge and spread its use within the organization (Senge 

1990, Louis and Simsek 1991).   

In the 2020s, pre and post pandemic, increasing the throughput of an airport or an airspace is simply not 

enough.  The CDM evolution has led to the development of new metrics that stakeholders can use to communi-

cate their own priorities and show to other decision-makers in the room what is important to them.   The main 

tenet of CDM is data sharing.  The second most important thing in CDM is problem solving and conflict resolu-

tion.  In previous newsletter issues, I have talked about collaboration. How important it is to get the right people 

to the table with an allotment of time for them to solve a problem. Subteams are made up of operational workers 

who work with the problems every day.  Ask anybody directly involved in our subteams about its most essential 

ingredient, and the answer is likely to be “time.” Research concurs. “Collaborative time” for teams to undertake, 

and then sustain system improvement, may be more important than equipment, or facilities or even technologi-

cal developments.  

The tie-in to interest-based conflict resolution in Collaborative Decision Making is as foundational as the need 

for time.  Interest-based problem solving provides a structured process by which participants work to solve prob-

lems while simultaneously fulfilling their own needs and attempting to satisfy the needs of others.  Our culture is 

not experienced with resolving conflicts in a manner that allows all parties to "win." We have been raised with 

the "win-lose" or "zero-sum" game model. We have been taught to believe that there are limited resources. If I 

win, this reduces the amount of resources available to you; therefore, you lose. When loss is a real possibility, 

controversial issues are often side-stepped to avoid backlash and conflict.  Interest-based problem solving pro-

(Continued on page 5) 
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Interest-Based Conflict Resolution (continued) 

vides the opportunity for people on different sides of a contentious issue to see the values of another without 

having to jeopardize their own interests or values.  Rather than design the process to influence decision mak-

ers or the judge, the process can be designed to enable all parties to listen to each other, identify important 

values and work toward a common resolution.  Interest-based problem solving emphasizes understanding 

each party's values rather than focusing on the positions or solutions. The difference between interests and 

positions is important to the development of workable resolutions.  

Why an issue is important allows others to help in the development of a workable solution. 

(Continued from page 4) 

Senge, P. M. (1990). The Fifth Discipline. New York: Currency-Doubleday. 

Louis, K. S., and H. Simsek. (1991). “Paradigm Shifts and Organizations Learning. Some Theoretical Lessons for Restructuring 

Schools.” Unpublished paper. 

Power:        Pressuring or forcing people to do something.  The priority is winning.  

Rights:       Based in laws, contracts, and policies about what’s “right”.  Gives control to courts, investigators, etc.  

Interests:  People involved make decisions. Focus on problem solving and underlying needs.  
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Sub-team Updates 
CTT (CDM Training Team):   

Tony Price (FAA) & Darin Tietjen (Industry) co-leads.   

 

Fall is here and that doesn’t mean just the return of your favorite pumpkin fla-

vored drinks at the local coffee shop, it also means the return to winter opera-

tions.  We, on the CDM training team, have you covered with some of the win-

ter training we have added to the TFM learning website.  

 

We have updated some of the material on the site including de-icing procedures and winter storm operations.  We 

also have you covered with other training material that is accessible at any time. In the TFM training section there 

are various links for customers to gain a better understanding of Space Procedures, TCA training, and using FSM for 

fix balancing candidates just to name a few.  In the Course Offerings section, you will learn about the different traffic 

management initiatives and how they are used to improve efficiency. Miscellaneous training is being refreshed. 

Course ZIP files have now been replaced with click-and-play direct links. These Miscellaneous courses include 

NAOC (National Airborne Operations Center) Special Interest Flights, VIP Movements, and Threats training. When 

TFM Learning migrates to the Cloud Server, it will utilize an analytics tracker. In the meantime, Mr. Price and the 

training team at the ATCSCC have embedded the tracking code into the current live version of the TFM Learning site 

to help Infina Ltd. and their team test 

the analytics tracking capabilities. 

 

We appreciate all those who took the 

survey as this is helping us redesign 

the site to be more informative and 

effective for all users.  We invite eve-

ryone to use the material and share 

with your colleagues in the FAA and 

industry.   

 

Check out the new “What’s New” tab on the 

TFM Learning website! 

To reach us: 

darin.tietjen@wnco.com 

tony.price@faa.gov 

http://tfmlearning.faa.gov/
tfmlearning.faa.gov/whats-new.html
mailto:darin.tietjen@wnco.com
mailto:tony.price@faa.gov
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Sub-team Updates  (Continued) 

SCT (Surface CDM  Team):  

Robert Goldman (Industry) & Jadyne Seitz (FAA) co-leads.   

The SCT has two main tasks.  On Task #82/ “TFDM Collaborative 

Site Implementation Team (CSIT)”, there has not been much said 

between our whole group and the CSIT group, but individual con-

versations and shared briefings have occurred.  The SCT leads re-

cently received a summation on the last three months from the CSIT group. They 

remain busy in 2020, even with in-person activities, such as site visits, on hold due 

to COVID-19 restrictions. In the last few months, CSIT has conducted a number of 

virtual briefings for TFDM ‘configuration A’ sites that fall earliest in the implemen-

tation schedule; including, CLT, PHX, SFO, and LAX. In the next month they will be conducting virtual brief-

ings for A4A and IAH.  In addition to briefings, CSIT has also been moving ahead with data collection, includ-

ing surveys and non-movement area mapping at several sites. They’re also working on several resources for 

stakeholders including the TFDM User Manual, and the Data Operational User Guide (DOUG) which focuses 

on the TFDM data feeds; the TFDM Terminal Publication Service (TTP) and TFDM Flight Collaboration Ser-

vice (TFCS). The item formerly known as the “surface metering scorecard” 

has been given a new name, the Surface Metering Performance Report 

(SMPR). The SMPR is intended to be a model of post-event reporting for 

local stakeholders once TFDM is implemented. In August, CSIT conducted 

focus groups to collect stakeholder feedback on what will be in this SMPR 

report. The draft of the report and a summary of the feedback will be 

shared with AJR-G, who are ultimately responsible for producing the met-

rics once they are available.  CSIT representatives all look forward to re-

suming their in-person interactions, once restrictions are lifted, but will 

continue their work virtually until then.  If you have questions or would like 

to schedule a briefing from CSIT, please reach out to them at 

CSIT@faa.gov.   

 

 

On Task 92/”Surface-Collaborative Decision Making Departure Metering and NAS Scheduling”: the team con-

tinues to collaborate with the FET.  Our teams met jointly, via teleconference, with NASA on July 23 and Sep-

tember 14.  We had as additional mini-meeting on August 24, which featured a presentation from MITRE ti-

tled, “Pacer: Enabling General Aviation Departure Readiness Information Exchange”.   

 

First, on July 23, the meeting began with a rundown of needed, detailed FY21 planning between NASA and         

(Continued on page 8) 

mailto:CSIT@faa.gov
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Sub-team Updates  (Continued) 

Industry to maximize the transfer of technology in September 2021. The  NASA team explained recent budgetary 

and program adjustments.  NASA is seeking guidance on priorities for FY21 SWAP, for the best possible planning of 

ATD-2 phase three testing. They presented the joint CDM team some slides which broke down “must haves” and 

other work areas. Al Capps listed the various workgroup engagements his team will have through FY21, and he is 

figuring out how to make the most from each group.  He advised he would be meeting with local ZFW area stake-

holders, so we set a date for a future meeting to hear an update.  Envoy Air, based in Irving TX, was to be provided 

with ATD-2 client for the phase three demo’s benefit.  We were also briefed that technology developments include 

the addition of new data elements to help to identify TOS routes that might help flights lower their Route Time Con-

straint (RTC) if benefits are shown.  NASA is working on building blocks for TOS.  Mr. Capps’ briefing included a 

list of services that could be leveraged at multiple sites in the future:   

  Departure/Arrival runway prediction 

  Unimpeded/Impeded taxi out prediction 

  Airport configuration prediction 

  Northeast Corridor uncertainty quantification 

  Estimated ON time 

  Hybrid Machine Learning (ML) scheduler/sequencer 

 

To read more in-depth, current information on the NASA ATD-2 demo, click here.  

 

 

 

 

In August, we received a briefing from MITRE’s 

Paul Diffenderfer and Kevin Long titled, 

“Pacer: Enabling General Aviation Departure 

Readiness Information Exchange”.  We have 

been hearing about this for a few years now, but 

it was very interesting to see how it is now actually being used by pilots at a couple of airports.  This type of technol-

ogy will provide value to the GA/BA customer in the future when surface metering is turned on.  It will also provide 

valuable benefit to the entire NAS when GA data is ingested through this mechanism.  Uncertainty makes departure 

management challenging and currently there is plenty of uncertainty in general aviation operations.  Pacer’s mobile 

solutions envision this being rectified.  The technology has been tested in LAS and DAL.  The plan is to socialize it at 

(Continued from page 7) 

(Continued on page 9) 

SCT (Surface CDM Team):   continued 

https://aviationsystems.arc.nasa.gov/news/index.shtml
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Sub-team Updates  (Continued) 

SCT (Surface CDM Team):   continued 

more airports such as AUG and TEB.  The surface team’s Dan Torres from FDX asked the MITRE reps if such a 

tool could be tested with cargo operators.  Dan envisioned it being useful to aid in the submission of accurate 

departure data for the cargo flight industry.   

 

 For more information on mobile technology please take a look at: 

  -The Pacer Research Website: https://sites.mitre.org/mobileaviationresearch/    and 

  -The MITRE Pacer video, via YouTube here - or on the Pacer Research Website homepage.  

 

 

 

 

 

Lastly, the SCT/FET’s catch up, end-of-summer meeting with NASA was a follow up to the July meeting.  NASA 

let us know that the Envoy Air (ENY) SOC has indeed established connectivity via a microwave link.  So ENY is 

now connected with ATD-2.  (ENY accounts for approximately 20% of DFW traffic.)  NASA proposes to continue 

to make TOS available and coordinate on reroutes, resources permitting, and to collect data when TOS is used in 

the 2021 Stormy season.  They will continue to innovate ways to increase TOS candidate opportunities while an-

alyzing TOS potential, and actual, benefits. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

(Continued from page 8) 

https://sites.mitre.org/mobileaviationresearch/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NAcGRtd7Tlk&ab_channel=actiac
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SCT members continue to monitor benefits in the CLT demo of ATD-2.          

This graphic shows just slightly longer than two years worth of environmental     

savings as well as benefits to passengers and flight operators estimated to have 

resulted from the demonstration.  

Sub-team Updates  (Continued) 

SCT (Surface CDM Team):   continued 

ATD-2 demonstration in CLT  
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A graphic from MITRE’s briefing to the SCT on surface scheduling and the use of mobile        

technology.  Provided as an option to earliest off-block time submission for general and        

business aviation stakeholders.  

Sub-team Updates  (Continued) 

SCT (Surface CDM Team):   continued 

Surface Meets Mobile  

For further information on the SCT and our tasks 

contact: 

jadyne.m.seitz@faa.gov 

robert.s.goldman@delta.com 

mailto:jadyne.m.seitz@faa.gov
mailto:Robert.S.Goldman@delta.com
mailto:Robert.S.Goldman@delta.com
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Sub-team Updates  (Continued) 

FCT (Future Concepts Team):    

 

The Future Concepts Team is working on Task #97 with the goal 

of providing feedback to the AJT iTBO integration office and the 

FAA Office of Next Gen on two things; Trajectory Based Options 

(TBO), and Future Flow Management (FFM). 

We are tasked with providing a vision towards resolving any 

shortfalls we see as possible as we transition to a new future in 

data-driven flow management. 

To date the team has been presented with operational vignettes 

to simulate a real-world use case of Trajectory Based Opera-

tions.  After carefully evaluating each scenario, the team provided 

our initial feedback to the integration office.  By using our com-

bined operational experience in traffic flow management , the 

team considered flight operator impacts, 

TFM shortfalls, and TFM benefits.   

The FAA Office of Next Gen (ANG) business 

plan   https://www.faa.gov/about/

plans_reports/media/2020/

ang_business_plan.pdf  contains the initia-

tive “NAS Modernization”.  The NAS Mod-

ernization initiative includes activities for the 

research, development, concept maturation, 

and technology transfer of air traffic capabili-

ties to build towards our goals for the NAS, 

including the transition to Trajectory Based 

Operations (TBO) and the integration of new 

entrants. These activities are anticipated to 

deliver benefits in terms of efficiency, flexi-

bility, and throughput, predictability for air traffic management, as well as safety and access for new entrants.  It 

also contains the Operational Perspective clause: to develop the as-is and to-be operational perspective of Future 

Flow Management (FFM).  

(Continued on page 13) 

     Esther Bryant—FAA                 

Frank Oley—A4A 

https://www.faa.gov/about/plans_reports/media/2020/ang_business_plan.pdf
https://www.faa.gov/about/plans_reports/media/2020/ang_business_plan.pdf
https://www.faa.gov/about/plans_reports/media/2020/ang_business_plan.pdf
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Ultimately, the success of TBO is contingent on engaging the people di-

rectly responsible for its day-to-day execution within both the FAA and 

aircraft operator workforce. This will be accomplished by transitioning to 

the integrated use of current and expected future processes and proce-

dures to improve the safety, predictability, and efficiency of NAS opera-

tions.  

 

Sub-team Updates  (Continued) 

FCT (Future Concepts Team): continued 

 

For more information on 

this task contact: 

esther.bryant@faa.gov 

foley@airlines.org 

Looking forward, the FCT will be presented with a benefits presentation by the integration office for further re-

view and comment.  We also will be receiving a briefing on Future Flow Management (FFM) later in October. 

The FAA cannot realize the benefits of TBO alone. Successful implementation will require flight operator invest-

ment in process and procedure changes, avionics, ground infrastructure, and training.     

 

 

(Continued from page 12) 

Who else in your organization 
would benefit from this 

presentation? 

What additional information 
would you be interested in 

about TBO? 

mailto:esther.bryant@faa.gov
mailto:foley@airlines.org
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Sub-team Updates  (Continued) 

FET (Flow Evaluation Team):  

Chad Wakefield (FAA) & Ernie Stellings (Industry) co-leads.   

Our team continues to meet objectives in our tasks. Regarding 
task #88/ “North East Corridor (NEC) Traffic Flow Management 
(TFM)”, the objective to engage the FET has been successfully ac-
complished; therefore, the task is closed. The main outcome of 
task #88 was the coordination of the NOD pathfinder test in the 
DC metro area, which was highlighted in the June newsletter up-
date.  This test confirmed that the tool could be of value.  A newly 
assigned task that aims to evaluate proposed improvements to 
real-time coordination capabilities was presented for discussion at 
the CSG.  This upcoming work will basically expand on the theme 
of what was introduced from MITRE.  We are asked to look for 
opportunities for improved coordination, collaboration and infor-
mation exchange between flight operators and the FAA Traffic 
Flow Management System (TFMS), where real-time information exchange could signif-
icantly improve performance.  Lee Brown suggested the task be assigned jointly to the 

FET and SCT.  More information to come on this soon.  

 

We are close to wrapping up task #85/”AFP Capacity and Strategies Review”. Dr. Phil Smith provided a sum-
mation of the team’s conclusions and recommendations in support of AFP Capacity Estimation improvements. 
We finalized some of the survey work and briefed the CSG in the August meeting.   

 

Task #96/”CDR Reduction” is now closed. Added to the official closing of the task is a mention addressing an 
on-going engagement on CDRs with various FAA facilities. The effort to parse through CDR data with support 
from AJR-G revealed there was a significant amount of unused CDRs in the system. For example, in ZAB,  
there were over 400 unused CDRs.  In June CSG approval was given to the FET to collaborate with NASA on 
some additional route research and a formal task was discussed in August.  More on this to come!  

 

Finally, task #80/”TOS Development” is waiting on feedback from the Program Management Office. Greg 
Byus, FAA CDM/International Manager and CDM Co-Lead, advised he has spoken with Bob Mount, Program 
Manager for TFMS, in regards to the task recommendations and a vendor is currently evaluating the level of 
effort needed to meet the FET’s recommendations. 

For more information on FET contact: 

estellings@nbaa.org 

chad.wakefield@faa.gov 

mailto:estellings@nbaa.org
mailto:chad.wakefield@faa.gov
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Sub-team Updates (Continued) 
WET (Weather Evaluation Team):  

Steve Scheuble (FAA) 
& Jeff McLaren 
(Industry) co-leads.   

For further WET information please contact: 

steven.a.scheuble@faa.gov 

jeff.mclaren@aa.com 

 

 

 

 

 

Steve Scheuble—FAA APCT 

Jeff McLaren—AAL  

 

The WET team has resumed meetings online.  We have good news to re-

port on task#94/SFO Collaborated Weather Forecast.  Our recommenda-

tion that the FAA and Industry should all be included in the forecast dis-

cussion each morning has been heard.  Our newest WET member Amy 

Galvan from the ATCSCC Terminal area, will be writing up a “best prac-

tices” memo which will be reviewed by the team.   

The Marine Stratus Forecast System (MSFS), part two of task #94 find-

ings, is also now being addressed via the establishment of a “SFO Team”, 

a joint FAA/NWS collaboration to assess needs. Brandon Smith, Meteor-

ologist with the FAA’s Policy & Requirements Branch (ANG-C64), stated 

that past WET efforts are part of the foundation for this search for an 

SFO solution, and are helping drive where his team goes. He sees the 

WET as a good “subject matter resource” going forward. Brandon added 

that the effort between the FAA’s Aviation Weather Division and the Na-

tional Weather Service will take a holistic look at the weather-related is-

sues at SFO, which play a large part in that airport being among the most 

delayed in the NAS. The team will identify and assess solutions, includ-

ing modifying or replacing the MSFS. The MSFS consists of a number of 

sensors and forecast components that are tuned to the unique weather 

and traffic management needs of SFO. The team will incorporate past, 

present and future Weather Evaluation Team efforts as they progress.  

The WET agrees. We will be able to provide the SFO 

team with current needs and data on the importance of 

such MSFS modernizations.   

Lastly, the team is still in communications with Mosaic 

ATM.  We are resuming talks in regards to the shadow 

trial for the GDP Parameter Selection Model (GPSM). 

Mosaic ATM is still waiting to hear about receiving  

ADL data from the TFMS office.   
The WET is determined to assist SFO efficiency 
concerns held by the FAA, Industry and the air-

port, in all kinds of weather.   

  

mailto:steven.a.scheuble@faa.gov
mailto:jeff.mclaren@aa.com
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Sub-team Updates (Continued) 

CAT (CDM  Automation Team):  

Jill Sparrow (FAA) Co-lead 

I cannot believe it is already October.  The CAT team has not had any new findings with our two 

tasks this quarter.  We all have been doing our part operationally with the “new normal” and 

have not held meetings over the summer.  I am still waiting to hear who will be added as a new 

industry co-lead to the team so we can get back up to speed on our two tasks.  As a refresher, 

Task #90/”NTML Data Use and Analysis” is asking us to assess current operational capabilities, 

which utilize NTML data. We are also to assess NextGen capabilities which are expected to ac-

cess NTML information in the future.  It has been hard to conduct much research with so many 

other projects delayed due to Covid-19, but we hope to engage with applicable stakeholders again 

soon.  The CAT’s other open task is Task #95/”Flight Matching”, in which we will analyze 

the current flight matching processes within TFMS and make recommendations for im-

proving flight matching. I am hoping to schedule a TFMS representative to meet with the 

team in order to continue this work.  I am also trying to get some operational bargaining unit members engaged 

on the NTML task. It is imperative, as we assess what is possible with the NTML as it communicates with these 

new programs, that we have enough opinions voiced from the people who are actually making the entries in their 

daily work.  I expect a whole lot of additional conversations will need to occur.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jill Sparrow—ZAB 

Please stay healthy and provide 

your thoughts and comments 

to: 

jill.sparrow@faa.gov     

If you can read this,  

you belong on the CAT team! 

mailto:jill.sparrow@faa.gov
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Subteam Members can be added, but must be 

approved by the CDM office facebook page 

administrator.  This link will take you to the 

page  

https://www.facebook.com/

groups/1351965931517707 

 

Have you joined?   

Care to?   

This facebook page is for the sole purpose of creating and sharing info to 
all CSG subteam members and 

 to your newsletter editor!   

Agendas, announcements, photos, meeting dates and contacts can 

be shared here.   

 

The CSG Facebook Page 

 
See you in December!   

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1351965931517707/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1351965931517707/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1351965931517707/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1351965931517707/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel

